Israel Advocacy Organizations

It can be intimidating to try to advocate for Israel by yourself. Well guess what. You are not alone! Many organizations have made it their top priority to advocate for the State of Israel. These fantastic organizations constantly bend over backwards in their quest to strengthen Eretz Yisrael as well as getting others involved in sustaining Israel’s image. Below is a list of a few organizations that we consider to be some of the best advocates for Israel.

**Arza**
ARZA, the Association of Reform Zionists of America, is the Zionist arm and voice for the Reform Movement in the United States. They endeavor to make Israel fundamental to the sacred lives and Jewish identity of Reform Jews.

**ARZA Canada**
ARZA Canada is an affiliate of the Union for Reform Judaism and its Canadian Council. We are a member organization of ARZENU, the International Association of Reform Zionists, and the Canadian Zionist Federation. With over 6,000 members, their mandate is to connect with Reform communities throughout Canada, foster connections with and strengthen our ties to the Reform Movement in Israel, and work to realize the vision of Reform Zionism.

**AIPAC**
The American Israel Public Affairs Committee – AIPAC works to make sure that the American-Israeli relationship remains strong so that both countries can effectively work together to overcome the challenges facing Israel and America today.

**ADL**
Anti-Defamation League – This is an organization that fights the defamation of the Jewish people worldwide. Its ultimate principle is to secure the justice and fair treatment of all citizens and to stop unjust and unfair discrimination against all people.

**Americans for Peace Now (APN)**
APN Americans for Peace Now is one of the most prominent American advocacy groups for the State of Israel. They believe that the only hope for security within Eretz Yisrael is for peace to finally be achieved.

**Brit Tzedek v’Shalom**
The Jewish Alliance for Justice and Peace – The goal of this organization is to educate Jews and to encourage the support of a negotiated and peaceful two-state solution.

**CAMERA**
Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America – This organization fights for truth in press in the reporting of what is happening in Middle East. In a time when people will believe almost anything they see on TV or read in the Newspaper, this organization works hard to promote the truth and educate Americans on the current events in the Middle East.
Jewish National Fund
The Jewish National Fund appropriately calls themselves the “caretakers of the Land of Israel.” This organization has planted many trees, given aid to children and many other humanitarian activities.

Simon Wiesenthal Center
The Simon Wiesenthal Center is an international organization that confronts anti-Semitism, hate and terrorism by promoting human rights and dignity, standing with Israel, and defending the safety of the Jewish people.

United Jewish Communities
The UJC works hard to promote strong relationships between the Jewish community in America and Israel through education and travel opportunities. They fight to keep Israel strong, safe and thriving.

Walk the Road to Peace
This nationwide, multi-faith campaign for peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors is supported by many American of all faiths. It promotes the return to political negotiations lead by the U.S. Their website includes many fantastic links to both Israeli and Palestinian peace organizations in addition to information on many peace related activities they run to promote their agenda.